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A metho~ that utilizes the Doppler effect on radio
signals for determining. the 6peed of an airplane and the
distance traveled by the airplane has been developed and
found to operate aatiefaotorlly. In this method, oalled
the NACA radio ground-speed system, standard readily avail-
able radio equipment is used almost exclusively and e=
treme frequency atabil.ity of the transmitter Is not neces-
SarJr. MO complicated equipment need be carried in the .
air-$l-&ne, as the etandard radio transmitter Is usually
adequate.

Actual flight tests were made in which the method was
used and the results were consistent with oallbrated air=
speed Indloations and stop-watch measurements. Inasmuch
as the fundamental aocuracy of the radio method Is far
better than either of the checking systems used, no check
was made on the limitations of the accuracy. .“

INTRODUCTION

A number of different systems can be used to measure
the speed of an airplane and the distance the airplane
travels by the use of Doppler effeot on radio signals;
but the greater number of the Oysteme are either inaccu-
rate or difficult to useB except at exceedingly high
speeds . The most obvious method of measuring speed, for
example, is to use a frequency meter to measure the change
in frequency due to Doppler effect as the distance is
varied between tbe transmitter and the frequenoy meter.
This system requires a frequency meter of extreme sensi- -
tivity and a transmitter with unusual mtability. Suoh
transmitters and. frequency meters have not been developod.

An Improvement, which is still not satlsfaotory for
aocti-atemeasurements at normal speeds - that is, speeds
1sss than 750 miles. per hour - Is to measure-the beat fre-
quenoy between the moving transmitter and a similar trans-
mitter ht either station when the dietance is varied between

--. .--— .— --- --—... . . —
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the two transmitters. “T~e”requir ed”frequoioy stability
would still be unreasonable for accurate work.

Aaother systen la to measure the apparent beat frequen-
cy in the airplane, which is moving between two synchronized
transmitters. This system has eeveral disadvantages that
would”make it difficult to use. Complicated equipment to
synchronlz~ the transmitters is required, and the telephono
line use?. to synchro~ize the stations has to be extremely
free fzon noise. A small amount of dl”stortlon results in a
phase shift or even a swing of several cycles per second in
the frequency of one transmitter.. This effect is due to
the fact that the synchronizing frequency transmitted over
the telephone line is multiplied many times to obtain the
radio frequency. The measuring equipment has to be in the
moving object, which is an advantage for some uses, but
for aircraft research work it Is usually more convenient
to have the measuring equi~ment on the ground.

A fourth system consists in transmitting a signal from
one ~tation and receiving this signal in a second station,
dividing this frequency by a suitable multivlbrator, and
retransmitting the resulting signal to the original source.
The returned signal is then multiplied and compared with
the original signal. The beat between the two signals Is
proportional to the velocity of one station With respect
to the other. This system can be operated either by send-
ing the signal from an airplane to the ground and having
a harmonically related signal sent back to the airplane
for speed determination in the airplane or by sending the
signal to the airplane from the ground and having a har-
monically related signal sent back to the ground. This
system is complicated and invo’lves sending and receiving
harmonically related signals without feedback or blooking
of the receiver.

&other system is to neasure speeds by picking up
signals rsflect.ed from the airplane itself, which in this
case needs”no transmitter, and comparing these signals
with”the originally transmitted signals., This measure-
ment probably can be made with radar type of equipment if
It is available.

Ths system that appears tiost satisfactory for the
present purposes and that .iebelieved to be original Is
described” In the following section. In”this method,
called the HACA radio ground-speed system, standard read-
ily available radio equipment is uged almost” exclusively
and extreme frequency stability of the transmitters is
not necessary. Ho complicated equipment need be carrted



in the a~rplane, as the standard radio transmitter Is
usually adequate. Yhls syetem has been ada~ted to the

--, . .....aocmrate-“meas=emeat .of -the speed of airplanes and opertb-
tion has been quite satisfactory.

A transmitter In the a~rplane of whioh the speed is
to be measured transmits a continuous-wave radio-frequency
signal. whioh is hater odyned by a ground station. Re-
oeivers at eaoh end of the flight path reoeiye this heter-
odyne note differently beaause the frequenoy of the moving
traneimltter Is apparently inoreased with respeet to the
end of the course it ie approaching and decreased with
respeot to the end of the course from which it is reoedlng.

By adding the audio-frequency signals - that is, the
heterodyne notes - received by the two receivere, a beat
frequency that is proportional to the speed of the air-
plane is obtained. The heterodyne note rocolved at one
end of tho course must be sent either by wiro or by radio
to the opposite ond of the course in order that the two
signals may be mixed. The radio transmission allows
greater flexibility in choosing the course and permits
the use of completely mobile equipment; however, a tele-
phone wire is more reliable, requires less equipment, and
does not require a second aesigned frequency. Yigure 1
shows diagrams of the6e syetems.

M an example, the airplane transmitter on a fre-
quenoy fl is heterodyned by a ground etation operating

on a frequenoy fa. The beat note Ifz-fal must be
between 30 and 6000 cyalea per neoond in order that stand-
ard radio apparatus oan be used. If fD is a frequenoy

equal to the velocity of the airplane in wave lengths per
aeaond of its transmitter, one receiver reoeirea a note

Ifl-fa-fD I
and the other receives a note Ifl- f=+ fD1.

~he value of 2fD is obtained from the beat between
..

the signals received at the two ends, that 16, -

. lfz-fa+fDl‘- lfl-f=-fDl=2fD=-~S–@_S~:=_2~.~=~*~ _________
wave length of airplane transmitter

.
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It should be noted that the first-order effect o“f
fr”equ”egcy dr Itt In e$ther %r”ansmitter is canc”eled out.. “
The value. of f~ dopenda on the frequenay of the trans-
mitter in the airpl&ne;”ho~ever, variations in %hls fre-
quency will be 10SS than 0.1 percent” even with or~lnkry
equipment, thus eliminating the necessity for stability
of m impossibly high order. The stationary transmitter
can be at any convenient location on the ground as long
as the signal received at both ends of the course does
not differ too greatly in intensity, from the signal from
the alrpl~e.”

AIJ fD is equal to the Yelocity of the airplane In
wave lengths per second, each cycle repreaenta a diatanae
alomg the course equal to one-half wave length of the “
moving transmitter. By recording these c~cles along with
timing lines, an acourate tire-distance record is obtained
from which the speed of the airplane can be calculated.

If the airplane moves in such a Way that the oh.ange
in the distr.nce to both receivers remains constant,”“no
beat frequency will be recorded.. This tyye of flight’ .
would be along a hyperbolic path with the receivers at
the foci. A family of such hyperbolas, which represent
what could be considered standing waves as far ae the
film .rocord Is ooncerned, is shown in figure 2. An air-
plane flying along one of the.hyperbola In fl@re 2 will
“produce no heats between the rocelved signals. When the
chango in the distance from the airplane to one receiver
Is di?ferent from the change in the distance to the
second receiver by a distance equal to one wave length of
the transmitted signal from the airplane, one complete
cyole will be reoorded. This method .tillowsseveral ve,ri-
ations in the use of the syetem.

.-

“..

PEZLIMIHART l!ESTS 1.
.. ...

The first oheck of the practicability of the method
.. waB made on November 4, 1940 at Langley Field, Vu.

The receivers were located approximately 2 milss apart,
The airplane flew the course once in each direction at an
altitude of 250 “feet and with an airspeed of approximate-
ly 160 mtles per hour. The wind was practically with the
course at 5 miles ”per hour
tranemittgd on a $requency

at the ground. The airplane
of 3312.5 kilocycle and the
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gro~d transmitter vaa operated on a .freqtiencyapproxt-
.rnate.1~.20Q0 437cle0. low:e.r. ~hp eigna,lp. rgoeived at “one........
end of the course were retransmitted on 4600 kilocycles
to an adillt%dnal reoeiver loaated at the other end of the
eouree. The audiofrequenoy talgnalareoeived on 3312.5
kilooyoles and 4600 kilocycles were mixed and the beat
frequency was recorded on. a standard MAOA recording galva-
nomet er along with l/2-s eoond timer ntarkB. Sections of
these records are shown in figure 3.. .Figure 3( a) shows
a section of a reoord with the airplane flying against
the wind, and figure “~(b) ia a eeotlon of a.record with
the airplane flying with the wind. The speeds were-oal-
oulated to h-e154.6 miles per hour and 158 miles yer hour,
reepecti~ely.

A seoond test was made I!?ovember7, 1940 between -
Langley B’ield and”Big Bethel, Pa. , a distance of approxi-
mately 4.6 miles. The ,same procedure was followed as in
the first test except that the signals reoeived at one ‘
end of the course were sent to the other end by a tele
phone wire.

.The wind was at an angle of approximately 30°. --
wtth ths course and had a velocity of about 15 to 19 miles
per hour at the Langley Field meteorological station. In
order to insure the accuracy of the airspeed Indlctitlon,
the pilot was provided with a calibrated airspeed indica-
tor connected to a suspended pitot-stati~ head. (See ref-
erence 1.) ,

The pilot also checked his time to fly the course.
Some variation in the apee~s as determined by stop-watch
rea~ings and the radio method is to be e~eoted. The
pilot coula not hold the airspeed closer to 160 mtles per .
hour than approximately 5 miles per hour because of rough ,
a~r. The speed by the radi~ method was determined over
the center part of the oourse; whereas the “stop-watch de-
termination wam”for the total distance. .

.. . .
Tigure 4(a) shows a section of a “record taken with ‘m:

the airplane flying agalns+ the wind ana ftgure 4(b) t~ .
a seotion taken with the airplane fl~ing with the wind .. .-
when the telephone return was used.

..
~able 1 shows the ground speeds calculated from the .

radio ground-speed records and from stop-watoh readings:. .‘“
“ The ground--speed as determinedly the radio method and “ .

the sto~watoh read.$ngs was consistent with the indicated
.
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airspeed and the wind oondittons pre~aillngb M a result
of the preliminary t.e.sts,.it was believed that satls-
faotory performzm”ce could be expetited from the radio
ground-apead LIya%em.

.
. .

E“QUIPmmc. .

A.perm”-ent’ installation of the followlng equipment
has been made: Hammarlund model 11OLX Super-Pro receivers
are used and are mchznted in suitable relay racks with the
auxiliary equipment= One small relay rack contains 8 re-.
ceiver, suitable filters, impedance matching transformer,
and a power supply for 12-volt direct-current operation or
117-volt alternatin~aurrent operation. A loud speaker iq
also installed in the small .ra”ckto assist the operator “..
in monitoring the received signal. A photograph of this ‘
equipmeht is shown in figure 5. Ylgure 6 Is a cirouit
diagram of thts installation.

The recording apparatus, as shown in figure 7, is
mounted in the large relay rack with the signal mixing
channels the timer, the.receiver, the monitoring equip-
ment, and th”epower supplies. AISO Ss shown a small-re-
lay rack containing a third receiver, ”which is used if .
the signal is transmitted from the far end of the”course .
by radib instead of by a telephone line. A block diagram.
of the ,apparatus in the large relay rack is shown in
figure 8. The antenna receives the heterodyne note (approx.
1000 cps) between the stationary ground transmitter a+d
the transmitter in the airplane. After detection In the .
receiver,. the signal is filtered and Impressed on the si~
nal mixer In which it Is .mlxed with the similar signal
that comes from the far end of the course. The signal
from the far end of the course Is amplifted before it is ‘ “
sent to the mixer. The signal amplitudes are controlled
by a gain control in the ariplifler and the audio-gain
control in the receiver. A aathode-ray oscilloscope is
used to monitor the two-signals entering the signal mixer,
Figure 9 shows a circuit diagrqm of the signal mixer and
the filter channel. The output of tho signal mixer is a “
difference frequency between the two input signals and “
is recorded on film by a st~dard 19ACA recording gal~a-
nometer. A photograph of the recording ga~vanometer with .
the cover removed is shown in figure 10. The film drums -“
contain 20 feet.of film and are easily replaceable
through tliqf&ont grilled dom panel. .A film epeed of .
1/2 inch per seeond is normally used.
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An .XAGA chronometric” *irAeris used .to put l/&seoond
timing marks. on the %ilm robor~. .“ The reoorder alao has a

-“. eecond t,trningline operated at line frequency, 60 oycles-.
per second”,‘vhlch d~oes“not a~pe.ar’-on--the-original-records .

E
Figure 11 sho,wslater records, one at a higher film speed.

3
. .

Figure 12 $s a photograph of a 100-watt transmitter,.
) which Is ueed as the rotation-y ground tranmmitter~ ~his

trsmsmitter Is used unmodulated for these tests; St is
sonetimes used modulated for c9mmunidatlon and coordina-
tion of “the tests. .

ITormally the tranemitt”er already inmtalled in the
airplane is used and 1? tuned to the assigned frequ-encys
3860 kilocycles. A small 15-tiatt transmitter is 5n-
stalled In the .alrplane ix necessary or more convenient.
This transmitter is a crystal-controlled unit without
modulation equipment, which Is not necessary for the pres-
ent purposes. A circuit daagram of this transmitter la
shown in figure 13.

VWLOCITY CALCULATIONS

If the airplane flies directly between the antennae
of the two reoelvers, the beat frequency recorded Is
directly proportional to the velocity of the airplane and
the frequency of its transmitter. Each recorded cycle
will represent a distance traveled equal to one-half the
wave length of the transmitted signal. In figure 14 the
reoorded beat frequency and the distance traveled per
record cycle are plotted against the frequency of the
transmitter in the airplane with the speeds of the air-
plane as parameters for the pre~lously given oonditionB
of flight.

Vhen the airplane is direotly between the receivers
but flying at an angle with the course, the film record
indloates the component of the veloolty of the airplane
along the course. For small angles, the cos~ne is pra-
tlcally 1.00, whioh causes negligible error beoauee of
the Inability of the airplane to fly a true course.

If the airplane flies parallel t’o..theline between
the receivers but not on the direct line between the re-
ceivers, the distance traveled by the airplane Ie greater
per record cycle. This case is praotloal because, with
an airplane flying at a high altitude, the airplane could
.’..
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not usually fly directly between th”e”reoeiver antennaa.
Figure 15 shows this correctioriin percent for three
different ppsltione along the course plotted againet the
ratio of the altitude of the”alrplani~ to the distance
between the receiverO. Plots of thi- correction are
made for the case when the airplane 1} In the center of
the”course, when’the airplane Is on+hird the distance
between the receivers from either receiver cmd when the
airplane Is one-fifth the distance between the reoelvers
from either receiver.

The radio ground-speed system is at present operated
with a distance between the two receivers of approximately
75,000 feet. A plot of altitude correction applied to
the usual constant of 2 recorded. cyoles per wave length,
traveled by the airplane is shown in figure 16. Five
parameters of altitude are plotted. If the airplane la
off the straight-line course horizontally as well as ver-
tically, ”the correction will be applied in the same
manner, except that the per endiculnr distance to the
line between the receivers tthe slant height) will be used
in calculating the correction.

The velocity of the airplane and the distance traveled
may be calculated from the recorded cycles and the timing
cycles, if the direotlon of fllght and the position of the
airplane are known, by the following equations:

.=:,s, (=1+*)

‘=5(’+=!+)
where

v speed of airplane

s distance traveled by airplane

1 wave length of transmitter in airplane

.

...

. .
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n“ number of record oyoles

. ., ,-, %--- thlwn”, .<:’ ,.. ,.
“.

. . ..- . ,-. . . . “

~etween flight path and line between

dietance from airplane to line between

8 and. b distanoe to receivers from point of intersec-
tion af perpendicul~ f%om”’airplane to line
between receivers

It Is assumed that the airplane maintains constant alti-
tude, which is not diffioult in flight. Any error due to
the flight~ath angle is very small and the error ap
preaches zero very rapidly as the angle becomes small.

When the airplane is flying In the oenter of the
oousae and directly between the receivers, the equation~
for speed and distanoe simplify to

These simple equations can be used as long as the altl-
tude is a small percentage of the”distance to etther re-
ceiver.

If the ground-speed course Is used to measure air-
speeds, the velocity of the wind is, of course, Important.

.Oorr-ecition for the component of the wind velooity along
the course can be made by averaging the”velooity of the
airplane as measured flying In eaoh direetiion or by de-
termining the winil~elocity at that altitude hy other
means and oorrqcting for it;

For accurate measurements of &lrspeetl, the-tests
should be made only on days when the vind.valocity is
low.relative” to the vel.ocit”yof.the”airplane. At high
velocities of tho airplane the wind beaomes of less im-
portance on a percentage basis. The use of this system
for investigating winds at high altitudes has been oon-
sldered..
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In the center of the oourse, when the airplane starts
the run on the upwind side of the course and finishes on
the downwind side ana flies with a“heaatng corresponiiimg

. to the compass course between the stations, the cross
vina has no effeot on the speea measurements exoept for
geometric error when the airplane gets too far off the
course laterally. 0orrec4tionmay be made for cross winas
by flytng the airplane along a true course and the air-
epeea can be obtainea by dlvidlng the meag.urea grouna
speed by the cosine of the angle of rlrift.

POSSIBLE VARIATIONS OY SYSTEM

Measurement of Velocity of an Airplane In a

Dive or of a B’ailing Body

The velocity of an airplane in a dtve may be meaa-
ured by dtving the airplane airectly at one reoeiver so
that the distance between the airplane and a second re-
oeiver is a constant, as woula be the case if the secona
reoelver was a oonsiderablo distance away ana at right
angles to the flight path. The proper flight path woula
actually be on the surface of a sphere with a raaius
equal to the distance between the receivers. If the tlie-
ta.ncebetween the receivers is large compare(l with the
distance between the airplane ana the receiver, however,
the surface of this sphere becomes a plane surface for
all practical purposes. Each recora cycle then repr~
sents a distance traveled toward the receiver equal to
one wave length of the radio-frequency signal sent from
the airplane. .

Care must be taken that the distance to the secona
receiver remains constant or ‘changes a negligible amount,
or that the flight path Is known accurately so that “

‘proper corrections can be maiie. The error, for the first
approximations IS proportional to the sine of the angle
between the flight path and the line between the receivers.
This error does not approach zero as rapidly as when the
error is a function of the cosine of the angle, whioh Is
the case when horizontal velocities are measured. Errors
In the angle of flight path in the other plane, when the
flight path is not airectly towara one reoeiver but the
distance to the second receiver remains constant, are not

.
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ao critical beoause they are proportional to the diffor-
enees In a co-sine funot ion. .In”order to keep the error
below.1 per cent, eVen when the altitude is small in oom-
palson with the distance betweoh the receivers, the
angle between the flight path and the line between the.
reoeive~s must not vary more than app~oximately 1/2°
from 90 .
. . . .

.. .
Inasmuch as it Is doubtful that the fltght path can

be “established to this order of aoauracy, other data may
be necessary to make. the corrections that depend on the
angle of the dive. One method of obtaining the addi-
tional data la to use thyee receivers in a line and dive
at the center reaeiver. The horizontal distance traveled
along tha line”connecting the receivers oan be d.btermlntid
from the beat between the signals received in the bwo “
outer r,ecelvers. The vertical,di8tance traveled oan be
deterp,ined from the beat note between the .oenter and -
either out~ide receiver. .In.this syotem as in the other,
a stationary tr”cmsmitter 18 of course noceeeary to heter-
ody?e the signal tranemltted by the airplane.

.

Another .alt.erna~i~eis to use a gecond airplane (or .
an air”~hip) as one end of the course and dive nn airplane
between the airplane (or airship) and a ground etation.
This method simplifies the corrections and IS similar to “.
the ground-speed systen. The signal received in the.air-”
pi-e (or airship) must be sent to tho ground by an addi-
tional radio. ltnk; this linlcctan,however, be an ultra-.
high-frequency transmission inasmuch as the ground statioa
would zilwa~s be in sight. This variation may lend itself
to the .etudy.bf”.fallipg bombs.

..
It Is suggested that, if this method of meaeuri-ng

velooitles in a dive is considered, a thorough and detailed.
etudy be made to ascertain if the necessary conditions can
be met. . . .

. . . .
.. .
..

Multiple SyQtems -. . .

By use of two oomplete radio ground-ap.eed”systems
placed at right angles, the exa~t position of the air-
plane tindmore t+an one component of,its velocity can be
oalcul~ted at any.tine from the reaorded cycles, if it Is
aesum”edthet the poeltlon of the @rpJane at one Instant
is lmown. If It”as.possible to ~lace two additional re-
ceivm~ on-a ver$ical line, ftirthermord, the poeition of

.

1
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the airplane in .spaoe can be calculated “from ths three
film records. These multiple systems may be simplified
by placing the course lines at angles other t~an right
angles and by using only three receivers in the two-
coordinate system and four receivers in the three-
coordlnate syetem. This simplification is made by using
one receiver on tw.9or more courses, but the calculation
is-more diffScult.

. . . .
. ... .. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS . .

The number of recorded cycles per second in any use
of the radio ground-speed system depends directly on the
frequenc~ of the radio signal transmitted from the alr-

. plane. The higher the operating frequsncy the shorter
the distance the airplane must travel to obtain the same
number of recorded cycleg. This fact Is important be-
cause a definite number of cycles Is required to determine
the frequency within a given limit of accuracy. Experi-
ence has shown that? with the apparatus under normal con-
ditions, the number of cycles can be determined to ap-
proximately 1/10 cycle, which requires at”least 20 cycles
to obtain an”accuracy of 0.5 percent or the airplane has
to travel a distance of about 1/2 mile when operating on
3850 kilocycles. ..Whtinthe sytitem Is -operated on approxi-
mately 100 “megacycles, 100 feet of travel would be re- .
quired to give a sufficient number of record cycles. The
number of cycles could be determined to a considerably
higher dsgree” of accuracy than 1/10 cy,clewithoat normal
static and Interference that are always prese.qt..lnsome
degree. . “ . .

.“
Other considerations, such as obtaining an assigned

frequdncy that ”.doesnot interfere with other s.ervlces,”
the adapt~bility of standard radio apparatus available,
and the na”tural frequency qf the re-cording galvanometers
available, are often the deciding factors In the selee-
tion of the operating frequency.

!Cheoretically”,:it would seem that the greater.the
distance betvreea the receiver~ the higher the accuracy
of the measurements and the higher the airplane could fly
without using the more complex method of calculating the
velocity of the airplans from the reccrded frequency.
!l?hisassumption. ls not necessarily true, as the distance

. .
. .

. .
:. , . .
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between the recei~ers ‘inqwt.be:so litiitedthat.th”esignals
received at both recei~ens “are”the rersultof direct r“adi---- ....... . ... .~., .—-.
atiOIIfrOIIIttioairplane “@l ‘:grb’und.tiranshl’ititers-”-arid.hre
not signals reflected fro~ the Kennel lpHeaviaitle layer.
The paths of euch rof~eeted- signals,.are”not constant ,

; would not ba reliable, .and might of couree ‘have unknown

~
angularity corrections with the’change in position of the
airplane. A second reason that the.length of.oourse is -
limited 1s.tbqj, as tho length of course lnorease8 , the
transmltt~r .poyp~ required for a.cceptablo reoeptlon also
Increasee at a higher rate. It is also not generally con-
venient or economical from a practical standpoint to op-
erate two.receiving stations at a great distanae.

The prob.~em”.of.~g”attingone .recelved signal back to
the recorder is more dlffioult ag the distance between
the receivers is increascil. The problem of the longor
telephono llno is not so serious as that of the radio re-
turn becausa this link is approximately twice the dis-
tance traveled by tho other radio elgnals, which may re-
sult in :7adlng or a large amount of interference.

COI?CLUDII;GREMARKS
. . . .

. .
The IJACA radio ground-speed system for determining

the velocity ~nd tho distance traveled by an airplane
has been developed and operation has been quite satls-
factary. The ground speed of an airplane could be ob-
tained to 0.1 percent by a method requiring only a radio
transmitter operatinG on a suitable frequency in the afr-
plane; however, it Is doubtful if the geometry of the
course will be known to this order of accuracy.

If thesyste~ is to be used to cheek true airspeed,
the airplane need fly only the center mile of the course
In both directions to S11OW accurate speed determinations
to be made. It is recommended that the tests be made
only on daye when the wind velocity is low relative to
the velocity of the airplane to prevent serious errors
due to changes in wind velooity.

The velocity of an airplane in a dive may be deter-
mined by using thie system. Greater aacuracy in flying
a known flight p~th 1s, however, required than for hori-
zontal flight; as a result, the poeeibility of appreci-
able errors in measused velocity is Increased.

.—
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Mltiple oamses nny be ammgal uhioh @w m
mm cqponent of the v91ooI*. @eater aoouraoy

oouldbe -ted” uith thesemultiple murses 86 a rigid
flight peth would not be necessary.

The ItAcAradio groun&apeetlSystwlwould lsIml Itsal.f
to the aalmte IMasurembmt of diatanoe; or, If the dis-
tanoe uure known, the speedof radio waves muld be
aooumtely oheoked. This system far aoourately nwmuring
dietanoe might be useful for suoh purposes aa oharting
bottoms & rivers or fom 4ing buoys @ mines in known
p’mitions.

Mn@ey kmrial Aeronautloal Iabora*,
EatioxMl Advisory Ccnulnitteefor Aezynlautics,

-y Field, Va.

1. lllompscm,r. L.: The Measurement aE’Air@eedof
Air@aneso TJT. MO. 616, ~, 1937.
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‘-[Cor&&ed akpeed,” lti”*; Ala “velooity,15”to 19 &h. -

and wind direction, ~ to line of flight,at”the
E LangleyFieldmeteorologheletatton]
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\ Receiver /

● ●

Recewer2 /

Figure 2. - Section of a family of hyperbolasrepresentingthe standingwavea
between the receiverswith respect-tothe recorded cycl~s. For a distance
traveled by the airplane,representedby the distance between hyperbolas,a

~ definitenumber of cycles,depending on the radio frequency,I,srecorded.
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(a) Ai?mlm? flying against the wind.

(b) Airplane flying with the wind.

Figure 3.- Radio ground-speed records with xadio return. CA”
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(a) Airplane flying against the wind.

(b)

Figure 4.- Radio

Airplane flying with. the wind.

ground-speed records with telephone return.
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Fig. 5
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Figure 5.- Receiver mounted with filter and power supply.
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Fig. ?

Figure ?.- Radio ground-speed recorder and auxiliary receiver.
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Oscillosc~efor
monitoring
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Figure8..Blockdiagramof radio-ground-speedrecorder. m
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Figgure 10. - NACA photographic recording galvanometers,cover removed.
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Figure 12.- Stationary grcund transmitter.
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Figure16.- EffectQf altitudeand positionon rscordedcycles.
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